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Abstract—In the paper, two fault location algorithms are
presented for transmission lines which use the line parameters to
estimate the distance to the fault. The first algorithm uses only the
measurements from one end of the line and the positive and zero
sequence parameters of the line, while the second one uses the
measurements from both ends of the line and only the positive
sequence parameters of the line. The algorithms were tested using a
transmission grid transposed in MATLAB. In a first stage it was
established a fault location base line, where the algorithms mentioned
above estimate the fault locations using the exact line parameters.
After that, the positive and zero sequence resistance and reactance of
the line were calculated again for different ground resistivity values
and then the fault locations were estimated again in order to compare
the results with the base line results. The results show that the
algorithm which uses the zero sequence impedance of the line is the
most sensitive to the line parameters modifications. The other
algorithm is less sensitive to the line parameters modification.
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I. INTRODUCTION

RANSMISSION line is one of the most important
components of a power system. Due to the fact that these
transmission lines cover important areas, they are often
exposed to faults. Furthermore, power systems are expanding
and along with this expansion stability issues arise in their
operation. The use of precise fault location solutions can lead
to faster finding of fault and to the minimization of the
restoration time of the faulted line. In this way, the stability of
the power system and the quality of the energy are fairly
improved.
The majority of fault location algorithms use the
fundamental frequency phasors of the voltage and current.
Another category of the fault location algorithms use the
traveling wave components generated by the fault [1], [2]. The
fundamental frequency algorithms are cheaper and less
complex to implement because they do not need special
sensors or high sampling rate equipments. In this case, there
can be used the actual sensors and sampling rate equipments
(e.g. those used for protection or monitoring) [3]. In some
cases, however, there are needed external GPS
synchronization sources which increase the implementation
cost [4].
The fault location algorithms that use the fundamental
frequency phasors of the voltage and current are divided in
two main categories: one-end and the two-end data algorithms.
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The one-end data algorithms rely on the estimation of the
apparent impedance from the measurement point (e.g. one end
of the line) using the voltage and current phasors from the
fault regime [5]. In order to obtain the fault location, this
apparent impedance is compared with the total impedance of
the line. To improve the fault location, some one-end data
fault location algorithms are used in addition the pre-fault
voltage and current phasors [6]. The one-end data algorithms
are cheap and very simple to implement, which is why the
fault location using one-ended voltage and current phasors has
became a standard feature in the majority of the numerical
relays [4]. In the other hand, the precision of these algorithms
is affected by many source of errors such as: value of the fault
resistance, the remote in-fed current, value of the zerosequence line impedance, errors in current phasor estimation
due to the decaying DC component from the fault current [3][7].
The two-end data algorithms estimate the fault location
using the measurements from both ends of the line. In the
standard approach, these measurements contain the voltage
and current phasors from both ends of the line [8], but over the
past years there were developed two-end data algorithms
which use only the current phasors [9] or only the voltage
phasors [10]. The two-end data algorithms can use
synchronized or unsynchronized measurements. The twoended synchronized measurements need an external GPS
source which increases the cost of implementation, but on the
other hand, it increases the fault location precision [1], [9].
The two-ended unsynchronized algorithms can be used where
synchronized timing is too expensive. In order to obtain as
precise results as possible, the goal of the unsynchronized
algorithms is to synchronize the measurements off-line. The
off-line synchronization can be done manually or using
dedicated software [11].
In order to estimate the fault location, the power frequency
phasor algorithms need the positive sequence, and in some
cases, the zero sequence values of the line impedance. Taking
into account that these impedance values may vary with the
ground resistivity and with the ambient temperature, it is
useful to analyze their influence in fault location estimation.
The paper focuses on the influence of the ground resistivity
in positive and zero sequence impedance values, and
furthermore, in fault location estimation.
II. VARIATION OF THE LINE PARAMETERS
The parameters of the line are calculated in most cases
using the tower configuration and the properties of the
conductor material [12], [13]. In some special cases, if the line
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parameters need to be accurately known there are conducted
field tests which require the outage of the line. In both cases,
the resulted values of the positive and zero sequence line
impedance are implemented in the relay that protects the line
and are also used in fault location estimation process.
In real operation conditions these parameters may vary and
along with this variation may appear problems in distance
protection operation and fault location estimation.
In order to see how these parameters vary, first there is used
a line constants program to determine the line parameters of a
typical power transmission line which has the tower
configuration, as depicted in Fig. 1.

resistance and reactance of the line calculated for different
ground resistivities, R1_100 and X1_100 are the positive sequence
resistance and reactance of the line calculated for the ground
resistivity reference value of 100 Ω∙m, R0 and X0 are the zero
sequence resistance and reactance of the line calculated for
different ground resistivities, R0_100 and X0_100 are the zero
sequence resistance and reactance of the line calculated for the
ground resistivity reference value of 100 Ω∙m. All the
parameters mentioned above are calculated using the tower
configuration depicted in Fig. 1.

Fig. 2 Dependence of the resistance with temperature

Fig. 3 Dependence of the line parameters with ground resistivity

Fig. 1 Tower configuration of a typical power transmission line
TABLE I
LINE PARAMETERS AT 20°C
Positive Sequence
R1 (Ω/km)
0.0169

X1 (Ω/km)
0.2722

Zero Sequence
R0 (Ω/km)
0.2633

X0 (Ω/km)
0.9741

Each phase bundle contains two ACSR (aluminum
conductor steel-reinforced) active conductors 450 mm2 each.
Taking into account that the ground resistivity, ρ, used to
compute the line parameters is 100 Ω∙m, in Table I there are
shown the positive and zero sequence values of the line
resistance, R, and reactance, X, at 20°C.
For a single circuit line the parameters are affected by
several factors, including the ambient temperature and the
ground resistivity. For example, the resistance varies with the
ambient temperature in a linear fashion [14], as in Fig. 2,
where R is the resistance calculated at different temperature
values and R20°C is the resistance at 20°C. In Fig. 3 there is
illustrated the variation of the line parameters with ground
resistivity, where R1 and X1 are the positive sequence
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As it can be seen from Fig. 3, the positive sequence
parameters are practically not affected by the modification of
the ground resistivity. On the other hand, the zero sequence
parameters are strongly affected by the modification of ground
resistivity. From Fig. 3 it can be observed that for the zero
sequence resistance, R0, the variation becomes pithier for
ground resistivity values greater than 200 Ω∙m when
compared with the zero sequence reactance, X0.
III. FAULT LOCATION ALGORITHMS
A. One-End Data Algorithms
The majority of the transmission lines are equipped with
numerical relays, where the one-ended fault location function
is implemented. To illustrate how the fault location is
calculated, first it is considered a three-phase line connected to
sources which experience a fault in point F on phase a, like in
Fig. 4, where the variables are as follow: ESa, ESb and ESc are
the source S voltage phasors, ERa, ERb and ERc are the source R
voltage phasors, ISa, ISb and ISc are the current phasors
measured at end S, VSa is the voltage phasor measured at end
S, ZLa, ZLb and ZLc are the line self-impedances corresponding
to phase a, phase b and phase c, RF is the fault resistance, Zm is
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the mutual impedance which is considered equal between the
phases, IRa is the remote current phasor on phase a, IF is the
fault current and d is the per-unit distance to the fault
measured from end S of the line.
The phase a voltage measured at end S of the line is:
V

Sa

 d (Z

La

I Sa  Z

m

I Sb  Z

m

I Sc )  R F I

F

(1)

where IF = ISa + IRa. Using the measured phase currents at end
S, it can be calculated the zero sequence current IS0 as follows:
(2)

I S 0  I Sa  I Sb  I Sc

If (2) is introduced in (1), it can be obtained as:
V

Sa

 d [ Z La I Sa  Z m ( I S 0  I Sa )]  R F ( I Sa  I Ra )

(3)

I Sa  I Sa _ PRE  I Sa _ F , I Ra  I Ra _ PRE  I Ra _ F

where the subscript "PRE" denotes the pre-fault component
and the subscript "F" denotes the pure fault component.
Supposing that I = ISa + k0∙IS0, (5) results in:
V

Sa

 dZ

L1

(7)

I  R F ( I Sa  I Ra )

Replacing (6) in (7) and extracting the fault resistance RF,
results in:
R F  (V

dZ

Sa

L1

I ) /[ I Sa _ F (1  I Ra _ F / I Sa _ F )]

(8)

Supposing that ISa_F is in phase with IRa_F and extracting the
imaginary part of (8) will result in:
Im{( V
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(6)

dZ

Sa

L1

(9)

I ) / I Sa _ F }  0

and extracting the per-unit distance to the fault location
measured from end S of the line, d, will result in:
d  Im{ V

*

Sa

I Sa _ F } / Im{ Z

(10)

*

L1

I I Sa _ F }

where the superscript "*" denotes the complex conjugate and
ISa_F is obtained with (6). Equation (10) represents the
fundamental fault location equation using one-ended voltage
and current phasor measurements [6].
Fig. 4 Simple two-sources grid with fault on phase a

Fig. 5 Sequence schemes connection for phase a-to-ground fault

The phase a line self-impedance ZLa and the mutual
impedance Zm can be calculated using the line’s positive
sequence impedance ZL1 and the zero sequence impedance ZL0,
as:

B. Two-End Data Algorithms
For power transmission lines where the synchronized
voltage and current phasors can be obtained from both ends of
the line, a two-end data fault location algorithm can be applied
[8]. The principle of this algorithm is that the voltage along
the line can be represented as a function of the distance to the
fault point, d. Considering the same faulted grid as in Figs. 4
and 5 there is presented the connection of the sequence
schemes for a phase-to-ground fault in point F. The variables
from Fig. 5 are as follows: VS1 and VR1 are the positive
sequence voltage phasors at end S and R, IS1 and IR1 are the
positive sequence current phasors at end S and R, VF1 is the
positive sequence voltage at the fault point, IF1, IF2 and IF0 are
the positive, negative and zero sequence currents at the fault
point. The positive sequence voltage at the fault point VF1,
seen from end S and from end R, is calculated with (11) and
(12):

(4)

V

F1

V

S1

dZ

Replacing ZLa and Zm calculated with (4) in (3) and making
simple mathematical operations it results in:

V

F1

V

R1

 (1  d ) Z

Z

V

La

Sa

 (Z

 dZ

L0

L1

 2Z

L1

) / 3 , Z m  (Z

L0

Z

L1

)/3

( I Sa  k 0 I S 0 )  R F ( I Sa  I Ra )

(5)

with k0 = (ZL0 - ZL1) / (3∙ZL1) being the compensation factor.
The current phasors of the faulted phase can be divided in prefault and pure fault components as in (6):
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L1

(11)

I S1
L1

(12)

I R1

Equating (11) and (12) and solving for d results in:
d  (V

S1

V

R1

Z

L1

I R 1 ) /( Z

L1

I R1  Z

L1

I S1 )

(13)

The advantage of this technique is that it does not need the
fault type to estimate the fault location.
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND COMMENTS

different ground resistivity values.

The simulation results reveal the influence of the ground
resistivity in line parameters estimation and further more in
fault location estimation of the algorithms presented in the
previous section.
In a first stage, it was used the line constants program
incorporated in MATLAB environment to calculate the
parameters of a line using the tower configuration depicted in
Fig. 1 and the ground resistivity value of 100 Ω∙m (see Table
I). These parameters were implemented in the line blocks of
the MATLAB simulation model of the grid depicted in Fig. 6.
The grid’s nominal frequency is 50 Hz, while the nominal
voltage is 400 kV. The total length of the line L is 100 km, the
end S short-circuit power SSC_S is 3000 MVA and the end R
short-circuit power SSC_R is 1000 MVA. There were simulated
single-phase-to-ground faults, taking into account that the
value of the fault resistance, RF, is 10-6 Ω and the difference
between the sources’ angles is 0o. With all these in mind, the
faults were simulated every 10 km along the line, starting with
end S of the line. For each case, the fault location was
calculated with the algorithms depicted in Section III.

Fig. 7 Errors introduced by the one-end data algorithm

Fig. 8 Errors introduced by the two-end data algorithm

(14)

Error  ( d 100  d )  100
Fig. 6 One-line scheme of the test grid implemented in MATLAB
TABLE II
DIFFERENT SOIL TYPES
Type of soil

Ground resistivity (Ω⋅m)

Wet loam
Chernozem
Clay, argil
Loess
Sandy soil

20
50
80
200
300

The results obtained represent the base results and they will
be used as reference for the fault location estimations when
line parameters are estimated for different values of the
ground resistivity.
In a second stage there were considered different soil types
which have the ground resistivity values, as depicted in Table
II. For each type of soil there were computed again the line
parameters using the same tower configuration and the values
were implemented in the line blocks of the test grid and then
the single-phase-to-ground faults were simulated again in the
same locations. Note that when the fault locations were
computed with the same algorithms, the input data referring to
the line parameters remain the one estimated for the ground
resistivity value of 100 Ω∙m. The errors in fault location
estimation for the one-end data algorithm are shown in Fig. 7,
while the results for the two-end data algorithm are shown in
Fig. 8. The errors in (%) were calculated with (14), where d100
represent the fault location computed for the ground resistivity
value of 100 Ω∙m and d is the fault location computed for
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As it can be seen, the one-end data algorithm is strongly
affected by the variation of the line parameters due to the
modification of the ground resistivity and the errors in fault
location increase with the increase of the distance between the
fault point and end S of the line. This is due to the fact that the
algorithm uses both the positive and zero sequence parameters
of the line which are strongly affected by the variation of the
ground resistivity (see Fig. 3). The two-end data algorithm is
much less affected by the variation of the line parameters,
irrespective with the fault position along the line. This is due
to the fact that the algorithm uses only the positive sequence
parameters of the line.
Taking into account that the power transmission lines cross
areas with different soil types, for those lines equipped with
one-end data fault locators it is useful to reconsider the zero
sequence impedance components in order to minimize the
fault location errors. This can be done by calculating the zero
sequence impedance for line portions which cross certain soil
types and then obtain the total value of the zero sequence line
impedance by summing all values obtained above.
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